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ABSTRACT

Constructed are conformal higher spin superalgebras in one

and two dimensions, which contain the Virasoro algebra as

a subalgebra. The general structure of these super algebras

is investigated.



1. We have considered in Ref./1/ higher spin theories in one

and two dimensions. The theories are based on the little conformal

higher spin superalgebras shs(N12) in D-1 and shs (NI2)+ {&

shs(Ml2)_ in D»1+1, which generalize the little conformal algebras

so(2,1) in D-1 and so(2,1;+© so(2,1)_ in D.1+1,

However, the full conformal algebras in one and two dimensions

are infinite dimensional algebras "VTr and Vcr*+ ©"Vfri.

respectively (Vlr - abbreviation for Virasoro). They contain the

little conformal algebras as aubalgebras. In the present paper, we

shall investigate the general structure and. construct conformal

higher spin superalgebras containing the Virasoro algebra as a sub-

algebra. For these super algebras the notation shsc (super higher

spin conformal) is used (as for h;e higher spin superalgebras gene-

ralize the conformal algebras so(D,2) in D > 2 ) .

The present paper is organized as follows. In sec.2, ire consi-

der the general structure of conformal higher spin superalgebras

and their central extensions. In sec.3, the algebra of the pseudu-

differential operators is considered (in terms of symbols). In sec.

4, N-extended conformal higher spin superalgebras are obtained on

the basis ofTFoisson brackets. They generalize the SO(N)-supercon-

formal algebras to higher spins. In sec.5, an one-parameter family

of conformal higher spin algebras hsc, (1) is described. It ex-

tends the family L^(S1(2)) in the same way as the Virasoro algebra

extends sl(2). In sec.6, some physical applications of the above

algebras are discussed.
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2. Consider the general structure of the superalgebra that ex-

tends the Virssoro al£ebra to higher spins. The basis can be cho-.

sen in this superalgebra as

T
ra,oc

The conformal spin, s, of a generator defines a representation of

the Virasoro algebra (without the central extension)

Our definition of the conformal spin differs by one from the

usual definition /2,3/. She corresponding currents have con-

formal spin 8+1. In this case the Virasoro, supercharge and Kac-

Hoody generators have conforinal spin (1,1/2,0) respectively (the

corresponding currents ore of dimensions (2,3/2,1) respectively).

This definition looks natural from the standpoint of restricting

the Virasoro algebra representations to the little conformal alge-

bra S O ( 2 , 1 ) . The generators I* , m«-s,...t s spta a finite-dimen-

sional representation of so(2,1) of spin s (for

The generators of conformal spin s»-1,-1/2 correspond to the

fields of spin a+1-0,1/2.

These one-dimensional scalar and spinor fields can be viewed

as singletonsof the adSg-algebra so(2,1) /&,$/, similarly to the

Rao and Bi singletons for so(3>2).

The index n pertaining to the spin-s representation space of

the Virasoro algebra, runs over 2 1 ^or integer s and over

£. + 1/2 for half-integer s.

The index oL -1,..._, oCe ranges over different represen-

tations with the same spin s, cCg being the number of such rep-
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resentations in the algebra.

Superalgebra commutation relations with respect to the basis

'2.1) are of the form

•S'

(2.3)

where tne Grassmann parity- of the generator.1! it, defined by

) ~0(i) for a (half)integer. (2.4)

The dependence of the structure constants t and the "central

matrix" C on n, n1 and n " is determined by transformation proper-
—_ i

ties of the generators (2.?). We assume that the generators I^ 4

span a subalgebra isomorphic to the Virasoro algebra ^accordingly,

I n i ia sometimes denoted as l n ) .

The dependent of the central matrix in (2.3) on n and n' is

easily found witmhelp of the Jacobi identities with so(2,1)-gene-

rators Loj t~i±i Z

S /-> S /->S (2.5)n £ C
This expression generalizes the well-known central terms for spins

0, 1/2 and 1: YtC', C ^ - p C ^ H Ctf-L) C*'.
In terms of the OPE the auperalgebra (2.3) i s reads (T o /C2) =

Z "H ^
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where"structure operators" have the form

(2.6t)

The first term inVr.h.s. (2.6a) generates the expr.(2.5) for the

central term.

Assume now that the superalgebra (2.3) is represented in the

Hilbert space of states of a physical theory. Then, according to

general rules, one can build /6,7,8/ a Fermi generating gauge ope-

rator -111 . The nilpotence condition j,lL — O , which secures

gauge invariance, fixes the values of central terras, which are in

this case interpreted /6/ as quantum deformations in Wick's invo-

lution.

In ref./6/ explicit formulae are given which express the

quantum deformations through the structure constants f of the al-

gebra with which one has started. In particular, for the superal-

gebra (2.3) (assuming that (~T"tt \ — < „ dL ' *•* follows

that
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~ z r -f sx*'-rs"

j • C " mm V % "F .^^ •* # ' I ^ ^ \ * ^"^

c

C0-(n)ai(O) for ii>(<)0 and 1/2 for n>Oi

and in accordance with eq.(6.17) of ref./6/,

(2.7)

where

To calculate the complete "central matrix" C one should knot; all

the structure constants f. However in order to calculate the con-

formal anomaly (central Xepni of the Virasoro algebra Cl.f^i'i f\f ± '.

it is sufficient to know only the spectrum of states in the algebra

(th2 range of suasation over s and oc )i since in this case 02I7

structure coefficients fron eq.(4.2) ertsr in (A.S):
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sought eno^aly is then

25

' ">••)'•)•'if- g

where the spin s contribution is

(2.12)

(the multiplicity o(c arises when summine i, So( '• D°inG the

sums in (2.12), ne arrive at (omitting the term linear in n, since

it can be absorbed into a redefinition of L Q ) :

Ihus, the conformal anomaly assumes the form

2.14)

s
In the case of the Virasoro algebra (O<^«r i , O<$=»0 when si<1),

the Hevett-Schwarz algebra ( p<£» oii. =1, c<^ s Q when S|f 1,1/2)

and N=2 superconformal algebra ( ofj 3 o^o =i' °^L = "^ '

otherwise o(, , 0 ) we get

(2.15a)

( 2. 1 5 b )

h 1*1 ™" U\'C •it/* w y*^^ . . ^* * "~ • V 77* v 1̂ *-*



These values of the central charge (i.e., the coefficient in front

of nr) coincide with the velues of conformal anomalies calculated

by nther neans in refs./*yD/ for the bosonic stride in D=26 dinsn-

sions and H=" spinning string in D=10, and in ref .40/ for the 11=2

spinning string in iD=2. To calculate the conforraal anomaly (2.14) on

is to do the summation over the contributions of all spins. This

requires choosing an appropriate regularination (the If* —function

one, for instance;.

In the supersymmetric theory it is natural to sum over the

contributions " each (finite-diraenaional algebra) supermultiplet

as a whole. The conformal anomaly is then

v/here s_o^ is the maximal spin of the superaultiplet.^end c"(s_._)

ia the contribution of the supermultiplet td^s^jit • • •. s are the

spins which constitute the supermultiplet, and oC?" 1** their

multiplicities in this supermultiplet).

Using this natural prescription for the calculation, the con-

forraal anomaljr can be seen to vanish in seme of the extended su-

peralgebras without resorting to a regularization, since the con-

tributions c(s
ma;t)

 o f each supermultiplet vanish separately one

by one (see further sect.4).

3. She most appropriate method for building up superalgebras

of the type of (a3) is through the operator realizations. Following

the general strategy of constructing infinite-dimensional higher

spin algebras /ii-i4/, one is to choose first an appropriate opera-
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tor realisation of the subalgebra which corresponds to lower spins,

and then to extend it to the full higher spin algebra containing

of representations involving higher spixis.

There are two ways of building up such operator realizations.

The first one is to consider the infinite-dimensional Heisenberg

algebra generated by infinite number of oscillators. Generators

of the higher spin algebra are realized as infinite formal series,

bilinear in creation/annihilation operators. It is in this way

that the Virasoro algebra is usually realised in two-dimensional

field theory and string theory.

In this case one actually deals with an embedding of the high-

er spin algebra into the infinite-dimensional algebra spc^; C)

(or osp C/^l°ojCJ )• We hope to return to these realisation*

in the future.

The other way to build up higher spin algebras is to extend

the operator symbol construction /28jl9/ to the case of non-analy-

tical dependence of symbols on their arguments. In that case one
1 an embedding of the higher spin algebraa into,;

deals with |*the algebra of pseudodifferential operators /15^1?/

Consider formal paeudodifferential operators of the form

X C 3 ) ' d

where o is the inverse of the derivation </ . It is required

to satisfy the following rules for commuting through multiplica-

tion with a function:

M _ <• '

O.2b)



Define & CL -symbols of the pseudodifferential operators

(3.1) (with x-* a* 9-* a t [a.,a.
+'\ = l )

These symbols are formal Laurent series in the variables a and a*.

The transformations

~ 5 ft

allow one to go over from the & GL-symbols to the Xleyl and UQ —

symbols. The commutation relations (3.2a,b) easily follow from the

transformation (3.4b). The relation (3.2a) describes a transition

from the & CL -orderiitf. to the OtO — ordering, whereas

in terms of symbols this transition .iven by eq.(3.4b). The re-

lation (3.2b) follows in terms of symbols with the help of the

transformation inverse to (3.4b).

The multiplication formulae for these symbols are defined as

usual,

1) Weyl symbols: < — » «—

J.-2L.-..3
— /» '^vr L"t- 'OU- o«' "OU" 3fl'J —' /> (3.5a)

2) CLO. -syabolss

J5 ; (3.5b)

3) flt'ti. -symbols ;

(3.5c)
v
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Hote that the inclusion of synbols which are non-analytical in CL

and 07", does not spoil the essocistivity c? the algebra of synbols,

since ~.'.vs proof of the associativity of *.he Jp-sultijlication d.es

not involve the explicit dependence of the synbols on their argu-

ments.

V/e will be working below with the Weyl symbols, which corres-

ponds to using eq.(3.5a) for the ̂ -multiplication. —CK

Define the connutator and the super-conautator of two Sj-r.bols

as

[A

(3.7)

with the Grassmann parity defined by the relations (̂ *f* the. £K&nen

A (-«ra+)= n
The brackets (3.S) and (3.7) endow the associative algebra of

synbols, /L> "ith tv;o distinct algebraic structures, that of a Lie

algebra and Lie superalgebra (these will be denoted, respectively,

The associative algebra /\ i contains aq(2, O as a subal-

gebra /ii/ (in the mathematical literature this is called the Weyl

algebra A^ /20/ )? tfle Lie algebra fAf l contains

the fA^J alsebra, and the superaleebra f^^ J contains

shs(1!2;<C) / i l / .

In A i w® introduce the following basis

- 1 0 -



where £ ,»1 6 2T or S,

The associative #-nultiplicatipn3 the conmut&tor and super-

commutator of two basis elements (3.9) are aiven by,

r-iS nS' S ~ A I S S'S" -7-S"

S'S* -j-5*
I

/I I & S'S* -j-5

v;here Sf | l^la)= 0C1 ) f o r -1 odd

;, )= jn
-O... (P-rwi)

(3*10)

(3.13)

s + M V s " n
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The algebra A1, ~s a linear space, can be expanded into a

direct sum A ^ Y ^ © V+- QV-+ ©VI_ f
where subspaces V consist of following sets of the symbols:

V + + (V ) - symbols (non-)analytic on both a and a*.

V+_ - symbols (non-)analytic on a
+(a),

V_+ - symbols (non-)analytic on a (a
+).

form subalgebras in ^ under H- -multiplication. Subspaces of po-

lynomials (only a finite set of the coefficients o^^m, i n (3-3)

is different from aero) form subalgebras only in the algebras*-'

An isomorphism V + + © V + _ ~ V + + 0 V_+ takes place

rn
s -* (-1)S rv>-

-12-



Consider now a Poiason-bracket (LAi}pn) version.-* of the

superalgebra [At! • /For functionslwith a definite Grassmann pa-

rity (6f""the~"variables'"a~andajl the super-Poisson bracket is defined

by

I S 1 n&
Introducing the notations X̂ tv ~ 7 I-H. S, W

I-J-H = A f1!* , S,n.€^; + i i we write down commutation rela-

tions in the superAlgebra

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

Generators with s>0 span a subalgebra in i-^iJpQ which

we call the oonformal higher spin superalgebra in D«1 and denote

as shsc (i 11 f-y . Its 'real f6rm i» specified by a natural Her-

mitean conjugation C P n ) = H.^. .

This superalgebra extends the H-1 conforstal superalgebra in

D«1, i.e. the Neveu-Sohwarz superalgebra (its generators being Lj>,

and Q i ). The generators |L«±LO a n d ^5S. flpaaOSpttKj

the little oonformal superalgebra in D«1. She generators LJ ft

It gf-S,Sl and Q.^jfier'*»S] span the super al-
gebra sKs*Cif2) /ii.^V • Ine H-1 superconformal algebra in

SnSC ill2)£Z SnSCdUconsists of two D-1-superalgebra»,
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ffiSflSC ( H i ) . The superalgebra shsC*(±\±) gives us an

example of a superalgebra of the type on" eq.(2.3). It contains all

spins S * j j l j — with multiplicity one (oi^ = L ) .

In order to build H-extended superalgebras, introduce Clifford

generating elements T£

The basis in the extended superalgebra is chosen in the form

(Grassmann variables y[> are symbols of the y. —operators):

s

We shall be considering a superalgebra generated by generators of

even degree of homogeneity, /< + 2. S ^ . 2 . with l < + 2 £ is even.

Denote this superalgebra as SfJSC (/vMA) (E fQr

The Foisson bracket is defined in this case by

For two basis elements (4.4) the Poisson brackets reads

~~ (4.6)

where alt means anti-symmetrization in all i- and j-indices sepa-

rately.
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Note an special feature of the H-extended superalgebras

Hhsc*E(K!1J. When N> 2 they contain generators with conformal

spins s ^0. These generators enter to supermultiplets with highest

spin &ma.x ^ ~ 2 ~ (the {Sm«x}-super>miltiplets).

The subalgebra spanned in SnSC CWI1) by generators of

ho

i
degree of homogeneity two in ft , &. and ^ has the basis

This aubalgebra is isomorphic to the so(B)-extended conformal su-

peralgebra (see /21.22/). The corresponding composition law follows

from the general expression (4.6).

In particular, for N«2 we have the usual 1I»2 conformal super-

L

= -m U4-w _,

r ^ ^ y _ J -̂ < = £jK S*c;
With the help of the general formulae (2.16,17), it is possible

to calculate the cortformal anomalies for the above N-extended su-

peralgebras. The results of the calculation are presented in the

table (C1 ia the coefficient at n 3 in (2.16)).
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Table

N

C1

0

without u(1)-
Kac-Moody

with u ( O -
Xac-Moody

0

1 2

-\

K> 2

0

Here for H«0 two algebras are consider ; one with generators

L « (a • 1,2,...) and second with adding UCi) -Kac-Moody ge-

L O .

n, . For calculations with U»O,1,2 the r —function

re^ulariaation has been used. For example, for N*0 (with U C i ) -

Kac-LIoody, 3=0) vie have oo

s=o (4.9)

It turns out that all auperalgebras with H > 2 have sero conformal

anomaly. It is interesting that no regularisation was required to

establish the vanishing of the conformal anomaly. Each of the

contributions of supermultipleta with maximal spin S ^ ^ (i»e> a

set of generators with degrie of homogeneity i-^max = 2S + x,

Smax * 1«2f...) is separately equal to zero. The contribution in

(2.16) of each {.Sma3t f -supermultiplet ia giv»s by:

A/

(4.10)
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where (_,. — ^ (AJ_K\\ is the number of components of a totally

antisymmetric rank-k tensor (with the internal indices i(k),

i - 1,...,N), and it has been taken into account that 2Smax=2S+fc,

The expression on the right-hsnd side of eq.(4.10) vanishes

when H> 2 due to elementary relations for the binomial coefficients

K=o ti=O fc»o

for all H>2.

These results holds true, besides the sKsC C ^ l l ) super-

alcebrns with H_>2, also for all H-extended superalgebras with the

same spectrum (as we have already mentioned, only transformation

properties (2.2) of the generators (2.1) are used in the calcula-

tion of conformal anomaly).

To conclude this section, note that the construction proposed

here can be generalised to induced the Laurent polynomials in a

set of variables CLp; Qp } P=£y;^ • This would give new

infinite-dimensional algebras which extend shs*(U/K) similarly

to the way the Virasoro algebra extends the little conformal al-

gebra so(2,1). We will consider these superalgebras in separate

publication.



5. In the present section we shall describe Virasoro-like

generalizations of the algebras L A (sl(2)) which extend al(2).

Firstly, let ua consider operator realizations of these algebras.

There exist an embedding of the algebras L^(sl(2)) into V + +. For

extension it to Virasoro-like generalizations of the algebras

1. (sl(2)) the algebra V + + (?) V+_ should be used. The non-analy-

tic dependence of the symbols on one of their arguments make pos-

sible to extend sl(2) and its representations to Vir and its

representations.

Let the basis T+, TQ in sl(2) be chosen so that

[T+, T_] = -2 TQ.

The universal envelopping algebra U(sl(2)) / 20/ is defined as

an associative algebra with generating elements T , TQ which

satisfy the relations (5.1).

The Casimir operator

generates the centre of U(sl(2)).
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By considering an ideal \j^ generated by the element of the

form

C - (5.3)

with }\ being an arbitrary number (the value of C in sane rep-

resentation), it is possible to construct a family of factor-algeb-

ras

Endowing \Jiy (St(2.)/ with a Lie algebra structure, one ob-

tains a one-parameter family of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras

which extend Sfc (2). This construction is described in Ref. /&3 /.

For a certain special value of J) this produces, in particular, the

n$ (2) algebra /U-ft/.

The family of Lie algebras, \_\ (-St 12.)) , admits the fol-

lowing operator realization. Aa is well-known (see, for instance,

ref. / %S / ) , S* (2) can be realized by the Heisenberg generators

in various ways (i.e., there exist a number of distinct embflddings

. The Schwinger realization,

(5.5)

has been used in Ref. /ii/. In this case the value of the Casimir

is 7) '3/16. Ibis is the value of the Casimir operator in the rep-

resentation (5.S") of s£(2) in the Poelc spaceoitMkidSis
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However, SI- (2) has a one-parameter family of representa-

tions in the Pock space (5.6). These are the so-called Gel'fand-

Dyson representations. The operator realization in this case reads

*A 4 A

(5.7)

The value of the Casimlr operator is equal to

°-
Note that P and i — P determine the same value of the Gaaimir

operator.

Now, let us go over to the Weyl symbols (see (3.4a))

T.=a.*a+?', T--a

The symbols (5.9) satisfy the relation

In order to construct the infinite-dimensional algebras

L > (St(Z)) it is necessary now to extend the construction

(5.7) to the case of polynomials of higher order in a and a (the

way to carry out the extension is described below).

Highest vectors of finite-dimensional representations of

S(? (2) have the form

- 2 0 -



(5.12)

Acting with the lowering operator T_ one obtains other basis ele-

ments in the spins representations

(5.13)

The elements " T ^ define a basis in the Lie algebralZ-^ ($£&•)) m

Relations (5.9-13) define an embedding of Q^lSllZ)) into the

Weyl algebra A.. Note an important difference batween the realiza-

tions (5.5) and C*f.7). Only second order polynomials in the genera-

ting elements enter the realization (f.5Dt whereas the polynomials

up to the third order are involved in the realization (5.?).

The representation (5*9) of & £ (2) can be easily extended

to a representation of the Virasoro algebra,

g pow«rc of A «** ais» present a* .
In terms of differential operators this representation has the

form

Now we construct an extension of L ;\ Cst. (2)) which would

contain the Virasoro algebra as a subalgebra. To do that, it is ne-

sessary to extend the spaces of the finite-dimensicnal Irreducible

representations of $£(2) with the bases { Tm <«|a-S,...|>Sj

to infinite-dimensional representations of the Virasoro algebra
- 2 1 -



with the bases { T m j h l 6 Z } (see the Appendix). The mis-

sing basis elements "J" -̂  for m > S and Wl<—5 ere constructed

with the help of the raising and lowering operators T + J and

T*42 =

[Tt,T S-iJ*, (5.,6)

.17)

We thus get a" one-parameter family of n S C ^ f l ) algebras ex-

tending the Yirasoro algebra to the case of higher spins. Among

these there is an extension of rlS(2) ( which occurs for

^ -3/16).

A more detailed description of the above construction (i.e.

the explicit form of the basis elements and structure constants)

will be given elsewhere.

6. In conclusion let us discuss possible physical applications

of conformal higher spin superalgebras.

In the paper / Z€ / devoted to conformal theories in D-

dimensions, considered are composite operators with higher spins

which arise in Wilson operator product expansions of the type

These composite operators are in fact conserved higher tensor

currents; they allow one to obtain /2€/a complete set of equations

to be satisfied by Green functions in certain models, end use these

equations to find a conforraally invariant solution of the theory.

With this symmetry is associated a higher spin conformal algebras
lin fdfl *ini«nJ»ionS>

whichTmuat be or general structure aa given in (2.3). It would be

important to know this algabra In order to b« »ble to find a solu-

tion for the Green functions from group-theoretical considerations.
- 2 2 -



Fields with conformed, higher spins frequently appear in the

current two-dimensional confonnal theory J2,3/ . The symmetry al-

gebras of such theories contain generators of higher conforma

spina along with the Virusoro generators. When considering these

models, one usually limits oneself to first several values of higher

spins (spin 3 for example). The corresponding algobras are referred

to as the W-algebras ' 2 / . on the right-hand-sides of the com-

mutators in the W-algebras there emerge new terms nonlinear in the

original generators. These nonlinear operators can be considered,

for instance, as new generators; hence they should be included into

the algebra on equal footing with the original generators. This

new algebra will involve on the right-hand aides of the commutators

the powers of the generators which again can be treated as new ge-

nerators with higher spins, and so forth (see Ref. 13 / ) . Procee-

ding in this way, one ultimately obtains an algebra containing all

higher spins of the type of eq.(2.3). Such algebras might occur as

symmetry algebras of conformal models involving all higher spins.

The models with N»g and N>4 conformal higher spin superalge-

braa are particularly singled out because, as we have demonstrated,

conformal anomaly cancels for these algebras.

When quantizing the superstring, these arises, as a result

of the reducibility of generators, an infinite system of higher

spin fields. This might be a consequence of a hidden higher spin

symmetry in string theory. In that case the theory should allow a

formulation with higher spin fields present from the very beginning

which would require the theory to have an infinite-dimensional sym-

metry with irreducible generators.

Confermal higher spin superalgebras should play in this formu-

lation the role played by the Virasoro algebra in the conventional

theories without higher spins.
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One may expect that conformal higher spin algebras and their

representations play an important role in the second-quantized

string theory, i.e. field theory of string.
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Appendix

The structure of the N-1 conformal higher spin

superalgebras In 0-1

X.

, S

A
-2 -1

SP(2) 0SP(l|2)

S - is the oonformal spin or the generators T^f S« j i^j" ••)/

n - is the L,-eigenvalue ([L.,TJj] - nT®) Cn-*2T(2T+^)«-t

(S,n) - Is the generator T|j f

{(1,»1).(1.-1).(1.0),(^,^),(^.-^)] -0SP(lj2) - superalgebra

(little conforoal superalgebraa) |(1,n),neZ and (^,n),

n £ JZ+ •j) - Naveu-Schwarx superalgebra f(S,n), ng£-S,S],

S= ^,1 •••} — little conformal higher spin superalgebra (it

contains only flnite-dlmenslonal representations S0(2,1)= SP(2))
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